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Introduction
Having agreed to undertake the task of commenting on soliciting and managing copyright

inventions, a fairly obvious question comes to the fore: How is soliciting and managing

copyright inventions different from soliciting and managing technology inventions?

First let’s start with defining copyright inventions. Many technology transfer offices

divide intellectual properties (IP) into two categories: technical works and creative

works. Technical works include IP that is generally of a scientific, medical, engineering,

or technical nature, such as patentable or unpatentable inventions, devices, machines,

processes, methods, compositions, and computer software. 

Creative works include all copyrightable IP that is of an artistic, scholarly, instructional,

assessment, or entertainment nature. Examples of creative works include creative pro-

ductions, such as works of art or design; musical scores; books, poems, and other types of

scholarly or creative writings; films; video and audio recordings; and instructional materials,

such as textbooks and multimedia programs. All computer software is usually included in

technical works except that which includes content such as videos, graphics, text, etc., or

which is clearly developed for entertainment or for instructional purposes, e.g., electronic

textbooks and textbook supplements, virtual labs, classroom and self-study tutorials.

At Brigham Young University (BYU), like at most institutions of higher education, copy-

right inventions are the domain of the faculty member or developer who created them. In

fact the university policy states that the university retains ownership right to all technical

works but relinquishes ownership rights to the developers of creative works when nominal

use of university resources are used in the production of the IP. It is only when substantial
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university resources are used in the production of creative works that the university will

retain its ownership position, and income from the project will be shared with the devel-

opers. Here is a link to the BYU IP policy http://www.ipsinfo.byu.edu/ippolicy.htm.

Soliciting Copyright Inventions
The BYU Technology Transfer Office (TTO) was established in 1989, and like most uni-

versity technology transfer offices, it focused on technological innovations with lucrative

licensing potential. Therefore, the staff of the TTO virtually ignored any IP that was not

technology-based. There were only two licensing professionals, and they already had

more than they could handle without adding books, videos, software, and other creative

works to their overflowing in-boxes. The TTO director indicated to the administration

that the TTO was not able to handle creative works and that a separate office was needed

to allow dedicated staff to focus on many products the TTO simply would not have time

to commercialize.

Following a major revision of the IP policy, BYU established the Creative Works Office

(CWO) in 1996 to take advantage of commercial applications developed in the areas of

instructional materials, software, and creative works such as art, music, and other media.

The university administration had decided they wanted to tap into the copyrights and

content developed at BYU, so they created an office specifically dedicated to the com-

mercialization and licensing of creative works, separate and distinct from the TTO. 

The newly appointed CWO director asked the BYU administration to place the new office

in a central location for easy access by faculty members and an increased presence on

campus. Not only did the arrangement relieve an already heavy workload in the TTO, but

it also engendered specialized expertise BYU felt it needed when dealing with this very

different form of IP. The administration realized that copyrights and creative works are

different animals than what the TTO was handling.

The major task of the first director of the new CWO was to educate the academic com-

munity about the new policy and the inclusion of creative works as part of the disclosure

process. By the time BYU formed the CWO, the TTO had been soliciting disclosures for
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about seven years, but only in three of the ten colleges on campus: the College of

Engineering, the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, and the College of Life

Sciences, where all the technical disclosures originated. 

Therefore, a deliberate effort was needed to reach the remaining colleges on campus to

mine for creative works that the administration knew faculty members were developing.

Several seminars were held in colleges and departments to provide information on: which

creative works the new IP policy covered, the disclosure process, and the way the CWO

would handle copyright inventions. Because the CWO was interested in only those copy-

right inventions where the university had invested substantial resources (e.g., university

funds were used in the development of the creative work or the faculty member had

received paid leave) it was critical to find the gatekeepers of the funding resources and

identify university-funded projects.

Inventions vs. Copyright Innovations
One of the critical differences between technology-based innovations handled by the TTO

and IP handled by the CWO is that the latter usually involves a finished product. Unlike

many technologies that receive patents but still face a long road to the marketplace, as

soon as a creative work is created, the IP is ready to be licensed and disseminated. It

could be a video, CD, software program, or instructional material in the form of a book.

When a product is disclosed to the CWO, it is usually only a few weeks away from being

available for purchase by the public. The office uses an electronic disclosure form for

copyright inventions that asks many detailed questions about the nature of the project.

The department secretary provides assistance to the developer by answering all the

developer’s questions. Here is a link to the disclosure form used by the CWO: 

https://creativeworks.byu.edu/infocenter/newproject/.

In addition, the CWO only handles IP where the university has invested substantial

resources. Faculty members can continue to publish their own books as long as they do

not use substantial university resources. For example, the School of Education has close

to fifty products, the majority of which are video-anchored and have many books associated

with them, but because they were developed with the use of university resources, they

belong to the university. 
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That does not mean, however, that the authors are locked out of potential financial gain.

In fact, the CWO uses the same compensation policies as BYU’s TTO, with 45 percent of

revenue going to the developers, 27.5 percent to the college where the faculty member

works, and 27.5 percent going back to the CWO. Whatever revenue remains with the

university goes to a scholarly support fund that helps underwrite other projects. In addition,

if the faculty member decides to put any portion of his or her royalties into a designated

research account, the university will match that amount dollar for dollar.

Managing Copyright Issues
While the CWO operates independently of the TTO, the two do share resources such as

office space, an office manager, and a receptionist. There are actually three separate

offices in the suite: Technology Transfer, Creative Works, and Copyright Licensing.

Copyright Licensing advises the university about copyright violations and provides assis-

tance in obtaining copyright permissions and registering copyrights and trademarks. For

more information about this office, see the chapter “Soliciting and Managing Copyright

Inventions and Copyright Licensing: Part 2, by Carl Johnson in the 3rd Edition of the

AUTM Technology Transfer Manual.”

Managing Copyright Innovations
The CWO is currently organized with a director, a marketing coordinator, a part-time

secretary, two part-time student programmers, a part-time student graphic designer, and

three part-time student marketing assistants.

The current director’s responsibilities are primarily focused on advising BYU faculty on IP

and creative works so as to properly prepare the works for commercial use. He meets

with faculty members and developers about their disclosures, and he conducts regular

seminars or one-on-one meetings to educate university faculty on BYU’s new IP policy. He

also prepares and executes contracts and licensing agreements with the assistance of the

general counsel’s office. Lastly, he is responsible for the overall functioning, direction,

budgeting, and staffing of the office.

The current marketing coordinator is responsible for the development, marketing, adver-
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tising, and overall promotion of projects that are accepted by the director but are not

licensed to companies outside the university. She assists faculty, staff, and students with

the final conversion of their projects into a mass-marketable product that can be sold

through the online Creative Works Catalog. Advertisement and promotion of the catalog

fall under her responsibilities, as do the nuts and bolts of database development and

administration. She also oversees the Web site programming and design that support the

functioning of the catalog.

The part-time employees provide various services and forms of support to the director

and the marketing coordinator. For example, the part-time student secretary assists with

collection of royalties and front-office administration. The two programmers develop and

maintain online storefronts for specific product lines and the general online catalog. The

part-time student graphic designer assists customers in formatting and designing their

products and helping to prepare the products for printing and production. Lastly, the

three part-time student marketing assistants help to develop a marketing plan, generate

potential licensee contact lists, and make initial contacts.

Assessing Marketing Potential
In all, the CWO brought in more than $1 million to the university in the last fiscal year.

However, the majority of the products garner between $2,000 and $10,000 a year.

Publishing those works is part of the office’s mission but likely dilutes its overall financial

performance. That’s the crux of the problem; the CWO staff see themselves as a service

to the academic community on campus. If there is any way at all they can distribute a

product, they will do it. Accordingly, the office has devised a series of marketing options

to give some sort of distribution to any product developed on campus. A faculty member

would be happy to get even a couple of thousand dollars for something from which he or

she did not think he or she would get anything at all. The CWO’s main focus is to provide

a venue outside the campus for any copyrighted IP developed on campus.

In order to find such a venue, when the CWO has entered a disclosure into its database,

the director meets with the developer or developers and quickly determines what path

the invention will follow according to the CW project management flowchart (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Project Management Flowchart

Since the CWO is dealing with finished products in most cases, the first priority of the

director is to see if he can license the IP through a publishing house. BYU prefers to

interest publishing houses in taking on the titles because they can do a much better job

of marketing and selling the product than university staff can.

In some cases, however, because of the nature of a product, the CWO itself makes the

product available through its Web site at www.creativeworks.byu.edu. This happens when
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the product may be too narrow in scope, may not fit with any established publishers, or

may have revenue possibilities that are too small to be attractive to an outside company.

The CWO has been very successful making such products available. 

Figure 2: Creative Works Web Site

In 1997 the CWO established an online storefront for the software programs developed by

the Humanities Technology and Research Support Center. One of these programs,

Computer Adaptive Placement Exams (CAPE), uses state-of-the art computer testing

techniques to accurately and efficiently place students in the first two years of college

language courses. This product has been marketed for several years through online portals

such as the one shown in Figure 3. Because about 600 institutions of higher education in

the U.S. and overseas use CAPE exams, these exams generate close to $100,000 a year in
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revenue for the university.

Figure 3: Computer Adaptive Placement Exams

Some of the CWO’s greatest successes in licensing have involved virtual labs. A faculty

member with the assistance of the Center for Teaching and Learning has developed

Virtual ChemLab, a sophisticated and realistic simulation of instructional chemistry labo-

ratories that covers high-school-level chemistry as well as freshman- and sophomore-level

college chemistry. It was licensed to Pearson Publishing, a major UK-based education

publisher, and it has become the most popular virtual lab in the United States. 

By 2009, nearly 200,000 students across the country will be using it. To build on that

success, the CWO has just released a virtual physics lab and a virtual physical sciences

lab with the same publisher. Revenues from the virtual lab concept are close to $200,000

a year, but that will probably increase with the launch of the new labs. Next on the

development schedule will be a virtual biology lab, perhaps in 2010.

Other popular products licensed to publishers include OrganTutor and StatTutor.

OrganTutor is a CD-ROM or online course developed by a music professor to teach organ
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techniques; licensed to Rodgers Instrument Corp. and the Allen Organ Co., it has sold

thousands of copies nationwide. StatTutor is an online tutorial for first-year statistic students.

BYU licensed it to W. H. Freeman Publishers to be sold as a companion to some of the

most popular statistics textbooks in the country.

Another highly popular product marketed by the CWO involves what are called

“Culturegrams”—brief descriptions of daily life and customs covering 187 countries

throughout the world. This product was initially marketed and distributed by BYU, but, in

2001, it was licensed to ProQuest. Last year it brought in about $150,000 in royalties.

As mentioned previously, the School of Education also markets many popular products

through the CWO. BYU markets products from the School of Education directly to school

districts. For these products, the CWO needed a different Web site to meet the ordering

needs of school districts. Royalties from the School of Education have brought in more

than $1.5 million in revenue in the last six years.

Setup, Production, and Distribution Resources
Prior to the establishment of the CWO, the TTO was managing the existing creative

works. These included CAPE and some training videos from the College of Nursing.

The rest of the creative works developed by faculty members with BYU support were for

a BYU audience. Prior to the establishment of the CWO, there was no centralized way of

marketing the products coming from the School of Music, KBYU, the Department of

Theater and Media Arts, and other departments on campus. It was decided that the best

way to market these products would be through a BYU catalog that could be sent to mailing

lists available on campus.

The first catalog was mailed in December 1997 and sent to 160,000 alumni. Setting up a

mail-order fulfillment center is a costly endeavor, and given the limited resources available

to the newly formed CWO, the option of setting up a fulfillment center on campus was

not feasible. The CWO initially opted to work with a small entity on campus that was

running its own fulfillment operation. The results were satisfactory, but after a few years,

a new partner was selected because the small entity was not capable of expanding as
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needed to accommodate the CWO’s increasing number of available products. 

The CWO then decided to partner with the campus book store. CWO takes the orders

and automatically redirects them to the bookstore, and the bookstore fulfills those

orders. In turn, the bookstore charges the CWO 15 percent of sales. Initially the catalog

was available in printed form and online, but after three years, the printed catalog was

discontinued due to rising printing and mailing costs. It was replaced completely by an

online catalog as shown in Figure 4. Since its inception, the Creative Works Catalog has

generated sales of more than $1.3 million.

Figure 4: Creative Works Catalog

Any university that is considering opening its own CWO or setting up a similar operation

should first examine what resources are available on campus in the way of distribution.

One of the main problems is that the office must be able to do some fulfillment. Most

departments are not set up to handle the details of sending books and other products to

customers who order by mail or on the Web, as many of BYU’s orders are received. Other

logistics of concern include how to handle the warehousing, inventory, and accounting for

the products involved.
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Enterprise Centers

The CWO does not manage all creative works at BYU. If a commercial activity, such as

manufacturing products, selling products, or services to end users or distributors, and/or

providing customer support other than through CWO or TTO, is deemed consistent with

the educational mission and academic programs of the university, an enterprise center

may be authorized by petition through the chair and dean to the associate academic vice

president for research. The enterprise center must have a center director and will require

the involvement of university personnel. On occasion, a would-be center may not initially

have the resources to hire a director or other personnel; in such cases the CWO handles

the project until such times as there are enough funds for the new center to do so.

BYU currently has five enterprise centers that develop and market creative works. Sales

from centers totaled $757,182 in 2006. The CWO also functions as an incubator to a few

projects that could eventually become enterprise centers. An example is the Chaucer

Studio (see Figure 5), which produces solo or group dramatic readings of the works of

Chaucer and other medieval authors. The Chaucer Studio’s latest catalog lists 72 separate

items. The CWO now manages this project, but if and when the funds permit, a full-time

manager could be hired and the English Department could take over the project as an

enterprise center.
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Figure 5: The Chaucer Studio

When BYU first established the CWO, the CWO director encouraged the School of Music

to market more aggressively the music developed by the department, and the CWO

prominently featured School of Music products in the new Creative Works Catalog. In the

year 2000, Tantara Records officially became the first enterprise center as envisioned by

the new IP policy. Tantara’s primary mission is to record and promote the music of BYU—

its top ensembles, faculty artists, and composers—and allow selected students to experi-

ence the internal day-to-day operations of a small recording company, with Tantara’s offi-

cers and producers acting as mentors. Tantara’s revenues for the year 2006 were more

than $200,000.

Statistics and Rankings
BYU, founded in 1875, is one of the largest private institutions in the country, with a

student population of 33,000. Even though BYU is primarily a teaching institution with

only $30 million in external funding, it has a fairly successful IP commercialization

program. Cancer cures, environmental modeling software, hearing aid improvements,
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computer programs that teach and test people’s knowledge of foreign languages, and

other inventions have placed BYU in the top ten universities when it comes to turning

research into realized products, according to a new study. BYU ranked seventh in what

the California-based Milken Institute calls “academic entrepreneurial capitalism.” The

institute issued this study, “Mind to Market: A Global Analysis of University

Biotechnology Transfer and Commercialization,” on September 20, 2006.

Each year the Association of University Technology Managers conducts a survey of all

universities and research hospitals in the United States and Canada. Among 151 institu-

tions that responded to the 2005 survey, BYU ranked 139th according to the amount of

sponsored research funding they received. That same year, however, BYU ranked 38th in

the “amount of licensing revenue received” category. This high relative return on investment

places BYU 5th in the nation for revenue per million dollars of sponsored research. BYU

has consistently maintained this high performance for seven years. In the past, BYU has

ranked 3rd four times, 4th twice, and 6th once. There are several benchmarks that illus-

trate the activity of the TTO and CWO at BYU for the year 2007:

TTO CWO TOTAL

Disclosures 58 43 102

Licenses issued 9 16 25

Active licensees 38 59 97

License agreements in force 43 136 179

Revenue $2.5 million $1.1 million $3.6 million

New companies formed 4 1 5

Closing
While having an office that solely handles creative intellectual property may not suit

every university, such an office can provide many benefits. It enables professors to

distribute their products and research more widely, because the office’s intent is to help

professors produce their works, even if the revenues for the project are modest. Also, so

long as the office is able to provide order fulfillment or effectively outsource order fulfill-

ment, the organization of a CWO can be large or small, depending on the needs of its
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parent university. Lastly, by marketing creative works to the public, professors bring

recognition to themselves and their university, which helps the university to gain prestige

and respect among other academic institutions. BYU has benefitted greatly from its own

CWO, and it will only continue to do so.
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